The title idea for this editorial and its opening quotation come from Matthew Arnold's poem "The Buried Life." Both poet Rainer Maria Rilke and playwright Henrik Ibsen amplify Arnold's insight that we can go on for years living a buried life while thinking all along that we are remarkably alive. I write in this issue of the Journal of Palliative Care to pursue the ideas of these penetrating writers because I wonder how we can possibly care for the deep, personal, existential, and spiritual suffering of dying people if we are indeed living buried lives.
I turn frequently to the poets when writing these editorials, because I find that they see things to which I am so often blind -blind not just to any old things, but to things of high human importance, of high importance also to the care of the dying. I also turn to the poets because they see through the superficialities, through the "nothings of the hour," that can so penetrate and deaden the human spirit. The poets often say things that, on first hearing, sound so outlandish, so strange, and so at odds with the hundreds of everyday ideas to which we are long accustomed and with which we fabricate our views of human life and the world. These unheard-of words of the poets can, like powerful winds, blow away the smog of clichés we may mistake for rays of enlightenment.
The poets can be so irritatingly disturbing, particularly when their words jolt us out of our sleepwalking certainty that we know what really counts, and what does not; particularly when their words shake us out of a heavy stupor that we have come to think of as being awake.
On the Buried Life
Mathew Arnold's image of the buried life has us covered down deeply, not under the earth but under the relentless hustle and bustle of everyday, ordinary life. He speaks: "of our world-deafened ear," as we are so deafened by the world's ravings and doings that we can hear nothing else, and certainly not the sounds of our deepest silence; of our being "jaded with the rush and glare of the interminable hours"; of those who have concealed their thoughts, "alien to the rest of men, and alien to themselves"; of how "we have been on many thousand lines...But hardly have we, for one little hour, been on our own line, have we been ourselves." Yet, from time to time, there arises through our ensnaring web of distractions, fleeting perceptions, tense involvements, and the thick flow of moment after moment -there arises, says the poet:
An unspeakable desire After the knowledge of our buried life...To know Whence our lives come and where they go. And many a man in his own breast then delves, But deep enough, alas! none ever mines.
The poet Rainer Maria Rilke amplifies the lament of Matthew Arnold. In his introduction to The Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke (2), Robert Hass explains that for Rilke, "the life we live everyday is not life." Hass hears the voice of Rilke's poems "calling us out of ourselves, or calling us into the deepest places in ourselves." Hass hears Rilke "arguing us back to the poverty of a great, raw, objectless longing," bringing us "up against the huge nakedness and poverty of human longing." Hass hears Rilke "speaking to the solitary walker in each of us who is moved by springtime, stars, oceans, the sound of music," reminding us "that those things touch off in us a deeper longing." Rilke is the poet of intimacy with our deeper hunger; with our unformed inner lives; the level of depth of ourselves that Matthew Arnold sees us rarely if ever reaching.
So buried we are, say the poets, under millions of objects and the rapid scattering of our time, that we find no time to live, to enter into communion with the "huge nakedness and poverty of human longing," with that "great, raw, objectless longing," the defining depth of the human spirit.
So buried, we are hardly aware of what we have never gained or of what we have lost in the rushing stream of our time. Henrik Ibsen, through his characters Irene and Professor Rubek, speaks of the "the irretrievable."
Irene: We see the irretrievable only when -Professor Rubek: When -? Irene: When we dead awaken. Professor Rubek: What do we really see then? Irene: We see that we have never lived. (3) Henrik Ibsen draws Arnold's "The Buried Life" out to its most devastating meaning. We do not even see that we have never lived.
From the Unburiable?
The poets to whom we have been listening may seem to be so very strange; they may seem to come from another world, perhaps even from a world bordering on the insane. Yet, when they speak of our buried lives, of our never having lived, they bring us, I think, not to the centre of black holes of despair, but rather into an intensely brilliant light of rare sanity. So unadapted are we to a light of such intensity that we instinctively raise our hands to protect our eyes and to protect our spirits from the shock of these poetic waves of truth.
From where does this intense light of rare sanity come? The poet Paul Celan could find no other word than the unnamed "This," as he astonishingly blurted out:
Just think: This came toward me, Name -awake, hand -awake For ever From the unburiable? (4) It is a truth of rare sanity that we have all arisen from the chemistry of this earth without our foreknowledge, and without our doing. And then, not so long after, we come face to face with impending total and irretrievable loss. How intensely we would want to find at this black border someone -someone coming toward us; someone nameawake, hand-awake, heart-awake, mind-awake, song-awake; someone speaking our name to us "from the unburiable."
Palliative care? When we are dying and about to lose ourselves and all we hold dear forever, if we could only find someone moving gently toward us from out of an unburied life. Need we cringe before such a seemingly high demand? I think not, unless, of course, we cringe before the demands of becoming awake.
